Lab time: ZDF is showcasing the second season of the kids’ series *Wicked Science*.

**Experimental TV**

MAINZ: For ZDF Enterprises this October, a key priority is shoring up deals on the second season of the tween/teen series *Wicked Science*, which is currently in production in Australia. Produced by Jonathan M. Schiff, the show sees teens Toby and Elizabeth continuing their science experiments, creating shrink rays, teleport machines and more.

ZDF will also be rolling out the French kids’ series *Space Goofs* and *Shaolin Wuzang*, which is set in 19th century China.

Factual remains a core focus for the German distributor, including the one-hour HD special *Michelangelo Superstar*, as well as *The Hitler Family—In the Shadow of the Dictator*, which features a range of newly discovered, previously unpublished material.